
moisture is trapped in the soil. Since 
Turface works to control moisture, 
it will assist in the prevention of 
disease due to stagnation. 

In summarizing, Turface produces 
a better turf structure because it 
works toward satisfying all the 
conditions that must be met for good 
root growth. It does this by delivering 
moisture to deep roots, allowing the 
soil to breathe and providing excellent 
drainage. 

On golf courses, Turface is widely 
used as a top dressing material follow-
ing aerification of the greens. Maxi-
mum effectiveness is obtained by top 
dressing with straight Turface, al-
though Turface may also be incorpo-
rated into any top dressing mixture. 

Turface is a montmorillonite clay. 
It is mined from a specially selected 
earth deposit in Mississippi. Obtaining 
special cuts of material from the 
mine is only the first step of many 
important operations. The crude clay 
is crushed and ground only after 
analysis verifies top quality material. 
Materials of uniform particle size 
are then fed to a calciner. A calciner 
is an inclined, revolving cylindrical 
chamber, flame fired to temperatures 
above 1300 F. The humidity in the 
calciner is exactly controlled. The 
crude clay enters at the top and leaves 
at the lower end. It has been subjected 
to constant high temperatures over a 
definite period of time. Through the 
use of specially designed ribs in the 
calciner it is possible to get a uniform 
degree of calcination. Careful control 
ol particle size, temperature, time and 
tumbling action is absolutely neces-
sary to produce a product that will 
absorb moisture, allow free air move-
ment, and not disintegrate while in 
tne soil. High temperature calcining 
over a short period of time is not 
enough to ensure complete calcination, 
^tso if the particle size varies, it is 
Possible to over-calcine small particles 
ana under-calcine large particles. 
r olio wing the calcining procedure, 

Turface is reground and screened to 
ensure the exact particle size and dis-
tribution. Finally, the product is 
packaged in attractive 50 lb. bags. 

HOW TO USE TURFACE FOR 
TURF CONSTRUCTION 

When new greens or tees are con-
structed, Turface is an excellent 
choice as a component of the topsoil 
mix, usually replacing part of the 
sand. Where practical, it is desirable 
to condition the top six inches of soil 
with approximately 20% to 25% 
Turface (by volume), depending upon 
the physical structure of the soil. 

It is important to distribute the 
Turface evenly throughout the top 
several inches of soil; this is true 
whether Turfing or sowing. There are 
many ways of accomplishing even 
distribution. The following are sug-
gested methods which have proven 
satisfactory: 

A. Direct Application 

Roto-till or cultivate one bag of 
Turface per 10 square feet into the 
top 6 inches of soil (Soil is usually a 
mixture of sand, top soil and peat). 
At this rate, the top 6 inches of green 
surface will be conditioned with 
approximately 22% Turface. After 
levelling, turf or sow. 

B. Pre-Mixed Soils 

With the use of a mechanical soil 
mixer, mix 5 bags of Turface with 
each cubic yard of soil. One cubic 
yard of the mix will cover 54 square 
feet of the green surface to a 6 inch 
depth, or 27 square feet to a 12 inch 
depth. The soil will be conditioned 
with approximately 21% Turface. 



For expert help and advice with their game, most club 
I members have a professional to turn to. 

But who can a green keeper turn to for help in keeping his 
turf up to par? 
His own professional: SAL TURF FOOD 

Courses like Carnoustie and Muirfield use SAI Turf Foods. 
It works wonders with grass. 

It comes in the form of mini-crumb granules which makes it 
easy to spread. 

It also stays where it's put, releasing its goodness slowly 
into the soil to strengthen grass growth. 

For stronger, greener, cleaner, healthier turf, try SAI. 
All enquiries to the manufacturers or to our accredited 

suppliers for England and Wales: 

Chipman Chemical Co. Ltd., Horsham, Sussex. 
Telephone 60341/5 

HORTICULTURE LTD. 
Hortus House, 3 John's Place, Edinburgh. 
Telephone: 031-554 5451 

Just like your club, your turf 
needs a professional. 



HOW TO USE TURF ACE FOR 
TURF MAINTENANCE 

Since compaction is always a pro-
blem on greens, a good maintenance 
programme is important. Top dressing 
with Turface will help to ensure a 
friable soil, good drainage, and opti-
mum root development of the turf. 

A. Straight Top Dressing 
Aerify, remove plugs, and apply 

Turface through a spreader, using one 
bag for each 250 square feet of sur-
face area. 

With reverse side of rake, push-
broom, or drag screen, work Turface 
into turf and aerification holes. 

Verticut machine may be used be-
fore Turface application, to provide 
additional avenues of entry into the 
soil. Turfacing is recommended twice 
or more a year (once a year for Tur-
face-built greens). 

B. Surface Levelling by Top Dressing 

Greens develop low areas which 
need to be relevelled. A soil mixture 
similar to that in the green plus Tur-
face can be used to facilitate excellent 
drainage. 

Premix 1/3 Turface with 2/3 soil. 
Soil may be mixture of sand and peat 
or sandy loam. Verticut area to re-
move thatch, and apply Turface mix 
to area in regular levelling manner. 

FORMULAS 
The following formula is used to 

determine the number of Turface bags 
necessary for construction when depth 

mix in inches, per cent Turface, 
and square feet are known : 

Bags = .0007 x Depth x Per Cent x 
Square Footage. 

Example 
5000 sq. ft. green 

Turface desired to a 4" depth. 
£ags = .0007x4x 15x5000 
Bags = 210 

If, however, a greenkeeper wishes 
to put so many bags into a green to 
a certain depth, the following formula 
is used to determine the percentage 
Turface in the mixture: 

Percentage Turface in Mixture == 
1550 x Bags Depth x Square 
Footage. 
Example 

150 Turface Bags 
6000 sq. ft. green 

4" depth to be conditioned 
Percent Turface in Mixture 

= 1550 x 150^4x6000 
= 232,500 4- 24,000 
= 9.7 or 10% 

This means that if 150 bags of 
Turface are worked into a 6000 sq. ft. 
green, the top 4 inches of soil will be 
conditioned with 10% Turface, by 
volume. 

HUXLEYS HIRE 
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL USER 
Sometimes the purchase of equipment is 
not economic. We offer for hire specialised 
machinery for that seasonal job. Send for 
brochure and price list. 

^ U u x l e i j s 

™ ™ GARDEN MACHINERY 
22/26 CHURCH STREET, STAINES, MIDDX 

Tel. Staines 51123 (3 lines) 
Also at The Dean, New Alresford, Hants 

Tel. Alresford 3222 

HEAD GREENKEEPER 

Owing to the impending 
retirement of the present Head 
Greenkeeper, Gullane Golf Club 
require a first class Head Green-
keeper to supervise the work on 
three 18 hole courses. 

Good salary and house provided. 
Apply by letter giving details of 

age and experience to:— 

The Secretary, 
Gullane Golf Club, 
Gullane, 
East Lothian. 



Situations 
Vacant 

HEAD GREENKEEPER 

The Woburn Golf Club has a vacancy for 
a Head Greenkeeper. The club is in the 
course of construction and it is intended 
that the Head Greenkeeper should join the 
staff as soon as possible. 

Applicants should have held an appoint-
ment as a Head Greenkeeper with a 
reputable golf club. 

Salary and conditions will be subject 
to negotiation. Accommodation provided. 

Applicants should send full details of 
career, together with copies of 1 any 
references, to: 

The Managing Director 
Woburn Golf Club, 
Crowholt, Woburn, Beds. 
MK17 9PX. 

HEAD GREENKEEPER/ASSISTANT 
HEAD GREENKEEPER 

A leading Bucks club needs a 
Head Greenkeeper and an Assistant 
Head Greenkeeper to lead a team of 
four. We pay generously and provide 
a modern house and the latest 
Greens equipment. Removal expen-
ses will be paid and time off for 
golf will be given by arrangement. 
We want a couple of men who will 
fit in with us and the best way to 
find out is to write giving your name, 
telephone number, present earnings 
and details of your experience. We'll 
call and talk about the jobs. Box 
No. 122. 

HEAD GREENKEEPER 
Arts and Recreation Group. 
Commencing salary will be 

within the Grade Technical 6 
(£2,235—£2,535 p.a.) 

Thamesdown is a large and 
progressive Authority situated on 
the outskirts of the Thames 
Valley and the Wiltshire Downs 
and within easy reach of the 
Cotswolds, the South and West 
Country. 

The present population is 
145,500 but this is expected to 
increase through planned, but 
vigorous development, to 200,000 
within the next ten years. 

The successful applicant will 
be responsible for 18 hole Munici-
pal Golf Course at present under 
construction. Modern equipment 
will be available, together with 
an automatic pop-up sprinkler 
system. 

This advertisement is autho-
rised by the Local Government 
Staff Commission on an unres-
tricted basis. 

Housing accommodation is 
available for the successful candi-
date. Up to 100% removal ex-
penses are paid. 

Full details and application 
forms are available from: The 
Personnel Officer, Civic Offices, 
Euclid Street, Swindon, SN1 2JH. 
(Telephone 0793 26161 ext. 274) 
to whom completed applications 
should be submitted by 15th July 
1974. 

DYRHAM PARK COUNTRY CLUB 
First Assistant Greenkeeper 

First Assistant Greenkeeper re-
quired. 

Salary from £2000. 
Accommodation available. 
Experience of modern machinery 

essential. 

Apply : 
The Secretary, 
Dyrham Park Country Club, 
Galley Lane, 
Barnet, Herts. 
Telephone: 01-400 3361 

HARTSBOURNE GOLF & COUNTRY 
CLUB 

require Head Greenkeeper (perma-
nent position) 27 hole Golf Course 
modern pop up system—Toro Green-
master equipment etc. 

Salary in region of £3,000 per 
annum. Negotiable subject to age 
and experience. 

New accommodation rent & rate 
free. 

Full central heating. 
Apply in writing, or telephone 

Secretary, Bushey Heath, Herts. 
950 1133. 



THE LOOK OF A 
HOLE 

Patrick Smart 

There are several ways of surveying 
a hole from the teeing ground, 
depending on the skill of the player. 

It should be a matter of thinking, 
and there can be bad thinking even 
among the shorter handicaps. 

One thing is certain. The designer 
has not set out to make it simple for 
the golfer. It occurs to me, having 
written that, some of the most diffi-
cult holes I have known were simple. 
Flat, featureless, dull. There is no 
incentive to try, and that induces 
sloppy stroke making. 

Standing to his ball, the long handi-
cap will look down the fairway, 
ignoring the geography of the hole, 
and hope he can knock one down 
the middle. It is a waste of time to 
decide on which side of the fairway 
he should place the ball. He knows 
that to be beyond his compass. 

Perhaps he misses something here. 
There is fun in examining the problem 
before us, and in a sense reading the 
architect's mind. We shall come to 
that later, and the aesthetic pleasure 
of gazing upon a really good lay out. 
That can only be done in a carefree 
round. 

It is a principle that there should 
be two routes to the hole. The one 
enforcing accuracy, combined with 
an element of risk. The other, for the 
nigher handicaps, leaving them— 
Providing the drive is in play—with 
two comparatively easy strokes to the 
green. No large carry to overcome. I 

say two more strokes, because if they 
try to get up with the second (and try 
they will), it may lead to an 8. or 
more, when a 6 was possible. 

It is one of golfs facts that the 
handicap player will not accept that 
he has spare strokes from his 
allowance. By all means let the 
youngster have a go. It is fatal to 
instil into him a defensive attitude. He 
will learn the hard way. Which is the 
only way. The elderly, good golfefs 
when younger, have the experience 
to fiddle their way round. 

We come to the better average club 
members, giving a fairly wide margin, 
say 11 down to 6. Here, I believe, the 
handicaps could be reduced by several 
strokes if they would take a good 
intelligent look at the hole they are 
about to play. 

On their home course, they consider 
they know all about each hole. It can 
be that they have been adopting the 
wrong strategy on certain holes. Hence 
the stationary handicap. On a strange 
course, there should be a pause to 
study the design, reasoning: "Now, 
what devilry is the designer trying to 
entice me into." Just a little care can 
make a lot of difference. 

On many courses the greens are 
either angled away from the centre 
of the fairway, or guarded by bunkers 
that call for placing the drive. Hence 
the need for correct tactics. The fall 
of the ground comes into this. It will 
govern the roll of the ball, and the 
middle can be ignored. The fader, or 
the puller can use that slope to his 
advantage. To clarify that. A right 
to left slope will help the fader. If 
the prospect is the other way, then he 
who puts draw on the ball will benefit. 
The ball will not run into trouble. 
The 6 handicap should be capable 
of putting the ball approximately 
where he intends. 

I once wrote of the drive being the 
most important stroke, a good start 

Continued on Page 19 



MOSS ON SPORT 
TURFS 

by R. L. Morris, 
Senior Horticulturist, 
Levington Reseach Station 

Moss invasion is one of the greatest 
problems with which greenkeepers are 
faced on turf areas under their control. 
Moss is often an embarrassment to 
them as its presence offends their pro-
fessionalism, rightly so as neglect of 
essential cultural work is one of the 
root causes. Since these primitive 
plants have the ability to survive 
under a wide range of conditions, it 
is important to understand the factors 
that account for their presence in turf 
so that the correct control measures 
can be taken. 

Retention of moisture at the surface 
is the key factor and may be due to 
shade, soil conditions or management, 

and often to a combination of all 
three. 

Very little can be done about shade 
on established turf, but should be 
taken into account when siting a new 
area. Soil conditions are usually the 
greatest contributors to water reten-
tion. The soil type has on obvious 
bearing, for even on light soils settle-
ment and compaction over the years 
tends to seal the surface, resulting in 
water retention in the sward. 

Fibre build up in the upper profile 
caused by accumulation of debris 
gives a spongy layer that is very water 
retentive. This is perhaps the most 
frequent cause of moss development 
in the winter following a dry sum-
mer—such conditions have prevailed 
in the last two seasons. The fibre dries 
out badly and is difficult to wet up 
again. As a consequence sufficient 
water remains at the surface for 
development, but penetration into the 

By Appointment to 
Her Majesty the Queen 

' Manufacturers of 
Motor Mowers 

Charles H Pugh Ltd. 
Birmingham 



grass root zone is limited, and thus 
over a period of several years the 
overall strength of the sward declines. 
September to December is the period 
when most active root development 
takes place, and it is logical that res-
triction of water supply at this time 
will cause roots to become weaker, 
and seeking surface water, more 
shallow. This leads to a lack of com-
petitive ability on the part of the 
grasses and unless remedial steps are 
taken, moss rapidly gets the upper 
hand. 

There are two main groups of moss. 
The acrocarpous mosses, which are 
mostly cushion forming and generally 
have a fairly high light requirement, 
so that they are not normally found 
in a dense sward. This group is 
symptomatic of neglect (where the 
grass is starved out and thin) and 
over-close mowing (which places the 
grass under severe stress and reduces 
its strength—very noticeable where 
high spots are scalped) and the 

pleurocarpous or feathery mosses, 
which are far more general and may 
exist in quite pronounced patches 
where the grass is not competing 
satisfactorily, and often uniformly 
over the whole area in which moss 
can invade and take over if it is not 
checked. 

From what has been said so far, 
it is clear that mosses are very adapt-
able and whilst chemical control is 
possible, their elimination will depend 
on the removal of the conditions con-
ducive to their growth. 

Good cultural practices involving 
year-round aeration using tines appro-
priate to the season are essential 
adjuncts of chemical control. These 
will open up the surface, enabling air 
and water to penetrate satisfactorily 
and, by improving air/water relation-
ships in the soil, enable root strength 
to increase and the grass plant as a 
whole to become stronger—thereby 
enabling it to compete on better terms. 

To be concluded 

So why not use an ATCO VARI GANG MK.II 
and have two professionals on the jobS 

—to 
recognise 
another — 

4 T C O 

When you have cast your professional eye over it 
we believe you will agree with us that the 
latest Atco Vari-Gang Mk. II is professionally made 
for professional users like yourself. 
And here are a few reasons why — 
Outstanding flexibility 
Whether a single unit or towed triple is required, 
higher multiples or even a mounted gang mower, 
the Atco Vari-Gang Mk. II can fulfill the need perfectly. 

Simplicity — 
Is the keynote — both of ganging and maintenance. 
Cutter change for example is but a moments 
work with a choice of 5 or 8 bladed heavy 
duty cutting cylinders. 
Close mowing without scalping 
A 15" wheel base ensures that turf undulations 
can be closely followed with the minimum risk of scalping, 
however severe 
they may be. 

Finally — Wise Investment 
The new Atco Vari-Gang has a lot to offer, 
so why not ask your nearest Atco distributor for 
a demonstration by ringing or writing to the address below. 
One can be arranged without obligation. 

• • as famous as the turf we cut! 
Charles H. Pugh Limited, Atco Works, Tilton Road 
Birmingham B9 4PR. Phone 021-772-2524, 2551, 3892 



RELF KENDALL 
O F C R O Y D O N A N D B A R W E T 

With pleasure announce that they hold the greatest concentration of 
lawn mower spares and lawn mower engine spares in the country 

ENORMOUS STOCKS OF RANSOMES SPARE PARTS 

RANSOMES 
Also ASPERA, B.S.A., 
BRIGGS & STRATTON, 
DENNIS, J.A.P., ROTAX, 
VICTA, VILLIERS 

Service Exchange items such as CUTTING CYLINDERS — MAGNETOS 
OUR FLEET OF VANS IS OCCUPIED DAILY IN MAINTAINING OUR 

EXPRESS SPARE DELIVERY SERVICE 

Telephone your 
immediate requirements to . RELF & KENDALL 

406 BRIGHTON ROAD, SOUTH CROYDON, 
f SURREY. CR2 6XX . Tel (01) 688 0578 

11 STATION ROAD. NEW BARNET, HERTS. 
Tel (01) 449 8228 

We stock a comprehensive range of domestic and professional 
machinery. Ask for a demonstration on YOUR ground 

"Tailored" to your needs-
A COMPLETE RANGE OF TURF DRESSINGS 

TAYLOR S SUPER FERTILISER 
Spring/Summer Grade 

This fertiliser has no equal for fine turf areas, and is widely 
used by parks departments and other authorities for bowling 
and golf greens. It is a scientific blend of organic and inorganic 
materials, and is a complete balanced grass food which may 
be applied from March to August. First dressing at 2 oz. 
per sq. yd., subsequently 1 oz. per sq. yd. 

TAYLOR'S COMBINED FERTILISER 
AND SELECTIVE WEEDKILLER 

may also be applied now at 3 oz. per sq. yd. 
(about 8 cwts. per acre). 

RI G BY TAYLOR LTD. 
VICTORIA WORKS, BOLTON, BL1 4AE 

Tel: 23956, 26231,26232 



in any game or sport is helpful. The 
second shot to a hole, to a narrower 
target, requires careful consideration. 
A cool assessment of the possible 
(let us leave percentages to the Stock 
Exchange) may ward off disaster. The 
question of attempting to carry, or 
play short of a lateral stream is one. 
The pin placement may make attack 
dangerous. Once again, he has his 
handicap. 

The most tricky courses are those 
where, incorrectly, trouble lies behind 
the greens. These even for me, are old 
fashioned. I know one well. 

A test of a good, interesting lay out, 
is that after one visit the holes remain 
in the mind. A dull course leaves no 
memories. 

And now for the pleasure of looking 
at a fine hole. The famous have been 
described before; the public without 
seeing them have come to know them. 
Come with me to a links that deserves 
to be better known. It is Pennard, on 
the Gower peninsular, west of Swan-
sea. I told the late Bernard Darwin I 
was going there. He replied: "I have 
it on the best authority, James Braid, 
that it is one the finest natural links 
in the country." 

Like Muirfield it lies above the sea, 
the Bristol channel. There are moun-
tainous, terrifying dunes. One hole 
stands out, though after twenty five 
years I can remember them all. 

You stand on a high teeing ground. 
Below, all the way to the green is 
sand. On either side buttressess of 
great dunes elbow their way in. The 
Sreen, 200 yards away, is perched 
nigh, cut out of the side of a dune. 
: l s green, or purgatory. According 
to the wind, it can be anything from 
* No. 4. iron through to a driver. It 
?nngs to mind the famous Calamity 
Corner on Royal Portrush. 

*t strikes terror into the hearts of 
a t i n S l e o f excitement at the 

^nallenge in others. A short hole, it 
ti?s mfiesty. You cannot ask for more 
than that. 

xs 
THE INSTITUTE 
OF 
GROUNDSMANSHIP 

29,hannual exhibition 

d M o t e p i r F t r k 
o n S e p t 10-Tl-12 

Acclaimed by all associated with International 
groundsmanship as the only exhibition that gives 
you the opportunity of seeing and discussing 
improved turf culture techniques—new and 
synthetic playing surfaces for Sports and Leisure 
Centres—revolutionary machinery for turf aeration 
and grass cutting on cricket squares and golf 
courses. Automated irrigation systems, seed, 
fertilizers, chemical and spraying equipment. All 
are part of the interest packed Groundsman 
Exhibition held at the University of London 
Athletics Ground, Motspur Park, New Maiden, 
Surrey, between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. on the 10th 
and 11th September and 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. on 
12th September. Direct trains from Waterloo to 
Motspur Park Station. Road travel on A3 Ports-
mouth Road turn off at New Maiden Roundabout. 
The Exhibition is at Motspur Park by kind per-
mission of the University of London. 

THE INSTITUTE OF GROUNDSMANSHIP 
108a Chessington Road, West Ewell, 

Surrey, KT19 9UR. 01-393 8027 



Golf course watering problems solved! 
with 
CAMERON IRRIGATION 
No-one knows more about golf course irrigation than Cameron. 
Look at these two great sprinkler systems you can choose from. 
CAMERON - FIRST IN CAMERON-F IRST IN 

PORTABLE SPRINKLERS 
The next best thing to 
Cameron automatic water-
ing. Use only the minimum 
labour. Cover the average golf green from 
one position. Adjustable water jet. 

POP-UP SPRINKLERS 
With Cameron Automatic 
Pop-Up Sprinklers plus the 
Cameron Electronic Con-
trol Panel, you can water your course any 
time you like, even apply fertiliser and 
disperse dew - automatically! Save 
labour, cut costs! 
GEKA QUICK RELEASE HOSE COUPLINGS. Made in Brass Save time, money, labour. 
PLASTIC PIPE & FITTINGS. Complete range available. 
Ideal for the small jobs you do yourself. 
TRICOFLEX HOSE. The bright yellow lightweight, reinforced plastic hose built to last. 
Always supple; non-kinking. 
FREE ADVICE. Contact us when you have an irrigation problem. Any time. 
Write or-telephone NOW for details. 24 hour answering service. 
C A M E R O N PUTS WATER TO WORK 

C A M E R O N I R R I G A T I O N CO. LTD., 
Harwood Industrial Estate, Littlehampton, Sussex. 
Telephone: Littlehampton 3985 (5 lines) 

electric, telephone, and signal cables, 
water, gas, and oil pipes, 
sportsfield.and parks drainage 

it's easier 
& cheaper with a 
SCOOP TRENCHER 
Scoop Trenchers dig trenches 4, 6, and 8 inches wide, and up 
to 39 inches deep automatically in any soil condition at speeds 
of up to 100 yards per hour. 
A built in winch ensure positive traction even in bad conditions. 
Transportation and work in confined areas is easy because 
Scoop Trenchers are small. 
The digging chains have a breaking strain of 21 tons so Scoop 
Treqchers are robust too. 

..Their initial cost can be saved in only 2,000 yards of work. 

Send NOW for full details of machine, and hire rates to:-

HF.TREIKHERS LTD. 
Gosbecks Road, Colchester. Telephone 44411 


